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1. INTRODUCTION 
The origin of this paper was a search for a convenient characterization of 
the Specht module, So. We wanted the description to be independent of a 
basis of S” and of the field characteristic. The reason is that it is desirable 
to have an easy test to decide whether or not a particular vector belongs to SA. 
For instance, it would be nice to know whether or not S’ contains a fixed point. 
A necessary and sufficient condition for this to happen is given in the final 
section of this article. 
Suppose that X is a partition of II. Then the Specht module SA is a submodule 
of the permutation module MA of 6, on a Young subgroup. We characterize 
SA as the intersection of the kernels of certain module homomorphisms defined 
on MA. The homomorphisms are carefully chosen so that many of the techniques 
developed in [4] for dealing with two-part partitions of n can be applied in 
a wider context. Theorem 2.4 of [4] is g eneralized here to our Main Theorem 
(Theorem 9.3). 
It is known that SA is contained in the kernel intersection we give, but proving 
equality appears to be quite hard when X has more than two parts. Much 
information about submodules between MA and SA is required. It turns out 
that this extra information is more than enough to prove Young’s rule for 
finding the composition factors of MA over a field of characteristic 0. Better 
still, the full Littlewood-Richardson rule (stated without proof in [9]) also 
follows, 
Robinson’s proof [ 131 of the Littlewood-Richardson rule made use of Young’s 
rule, which Young proved in terms of his raising operator [16]; see also 
Murnaghan [ll]. Young’s proofs are difficult to read, but certainly rely upon 
111” being defined over a field of characteristic 0. Other proofs of the Littlewood- 
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Richardson rule in terms of Schur functions (see, for example, [8]) depend 
upon the ordinary character theory of 6,. The proof given here is independent 
of the field characteristic. 
Since our results are essentially vector space theorems, it is not hard to show 
how they also apply to the representation theory of the general linear group, 
and this is outlined in Section 11. 
It has been proved recently [5] that the modular irreducible representations 
of G’n appear as SA modulo its radical with respect to a natural bilinear form 
on MA. That is, as SA[SA n SAL. It is natural to ask for a description of SAL. 
Having obtained SA as the kernel intersection of our Main Theorem, SAL 
can be constructed with little difficulty, and this will be the subject of a later 
paper. 
2. NOTATION 
Let h = (hr , h, ,..., h,) be a partition of 71 with h, # 0. The partition will 
be called proper if, further, h, 3 h, > .*.. The reason for considering partitions 
where some hi may be zero, and where we might have Xi < X,+i , will emerge 
later. 
We can associate with h a diagram [A] having hi nodes in the ith row. Replacing 
the nodes in [h] by the numbers 1,2,..., n we obtain a tableau t. We allow 6, 
to act on t in the natural fashion. Let R, and C, be the stabilizers of the rows 
and columns of t, respectively. 
A tabZoid {t> is the equivalence class of t under row equivalence. It is best 
to regard (t} as a tableau with the row entries unordered. In examples, we shall 
always denote the tabloid containing t by putting curly brackets on the ends 
of the rows of t. 
2.1. EXAMPLE. 
{I 2 3 4) (1 3 2 41 
(5 6 7 8 9) = (9 8 7 5 6) 
{IO 11) (11 10) 
Let F be an arbitrary field, and let MA be the vector space over F spanned 
by the tabloids of shape [X]. Turn MA into an &-module by defining (t}u = {tu}. 
Then MA is the permutation module of E& on the subgroup G,+ x GAS x *** x G,* . 
Now suppose that X is a proper partition of n. A polytabloid, e, , is defined 
by et = @>Lc, E(U)U, where ~(0) is the signature of cr. The Specht module, 
9, is the submodule of MA spanned by polytabloids. Note that the Specht 
module is defined only for h a proper partition of R. Here we are adopting 
the notation of [5] in preference to Specht’s original description of his modules 
r141. 
481/46/2-q 
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It is well known (see [5], for instance) that the Specht modules give a complete 
set of inequivalent FE&-modules, provided that F has characteristic 0. It must 
be emphasized that we assume throughout this paper that F is an arbitrary field. 
Suppose that p and X are two partitions of n. We say that p dominates A, 
and write TV D h iff p # h and for all j EF, pi > C:=i hi . 
3. OUTLINE OF THE RESULTS PROVED 
A. Young’s Rule and the Littlewood-Richardson Rule 
First, we give examples of situations to which Young’s rule and the 
Littlewood-Richardson rule apply. 
Young’s rule tells us how to calculate the constituents of [7] @$ [3] @ [2]tG12; 
in other words, it gives us the constituents of M(7s3*2). 
The Littlewood-Richardson rule enables us to find the constituents of 
[7, 2, I] @ [4, 3]y+ = S’*2J) @ wy17. 
To state the two rules, we suppose that h = (X, , X2 ,..., X,) is a proper partition 
of n, and that for each i between 1 and K, we have hi copies of a symbol oli . 
Young’s rule. (1) Start with the empty diagram. Suppose that we have 
added all the c+r’s. Next add all the (Y~‘S so that no two CQ’S are in the same 
column, and a proper diagram ensues. Continue to i = k. 
(2) Having completed the above process, we have a list of diagrams 
containing 01’s. Replace all the 01’s by nodes. 
(3) The collection of diagrams above gives the constituents of [h,] @ 
]h2] @ **a @ [hJTGn, together with multiplicities. 
The Littlewood-Richardson rule. Suppose that p is a proper partition of Y. 
Draw the diagram [p]. 
(1) Suppose that we have added all the oliUl’s to [p]. Next add all the 
oli’s so that no two oli’s are in the same column and a proper diagram ensues. 
Continue to i = k. 
(2) Ignore the resulting diagram unless for each i and j, the jth 01~+i 
appears in a later row than the jth 01~ . 
(3) We now have a list of diagrams containing 01’s. Replace all the 01’s 
by nodes. 
(4) The collection of diagrams above gives the constituents of [p] @ 
[X]TGl+l, together with multiplicities. 
Note. A more precise statement of Rule (2) will be given later. Clearly 
the Littlewood-Richardson result is stronger than Young’s result. 
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3.1. EXAMPLE. We find the constituents of [3] @ [2] @ [1]t66 
is the list of diagrams described in Young’s rule, part (2). Therefore, [3] @ [2] @ 
[l]f=8 = [6] + 2[5, 11 + 2[4,2] + [4, I21 + [37 + 1372, 11. 
3.2. EXAMPLE. We find the constituents of [2, l] @ [2, I]fG6 
is the list of diagrams described in the Littlewood-Richardson rule, part (3). 
Therefore, [2, l] @ [2, I]?“0 = [4,2] + [4, I21 + [32] + 2[3,2, l] + [3, I31 + 
p31 + p2, 17. 
The result we prove is one in between Young’s rule and the Littlewood- 
Richardson rule, and it enables us to deduce each easily. Somewhat surprisingly, 
our method gives as a by-product another difficult result: 
3.3. The dimension of the Specht module, 9, is equal to the number of 
standard tableaux of shape [A]. 
B. Pairs of Partitions 
The key to our proofs is provided by considering pairs of partitions A#, A, 
where A# is a proper partition contained in A. To be precise: 
Given h = (A,, A, ,..,, A,), a partition of n with h, # 0, let A# = (A,#, h2#,..., A,+) 
be a partition of n’ < n, satisfying 
3.4. (1) For all i, Ai+ ,( Ai ; and 
(2) i < j implies Ai# > Aj#. That is, A# is a proper partition. 
If A#, h is such a pair of partitions, we can draw a picture similar to a Young 
diagram. In the picture we shall have a line beneath each row, and A# will 
be enclosed by vertical lines. 
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EXAMPLE. When X = (5,6,1,2,2) and h# = (5,4, 1, 1, 0), the picture for 
A#, h is 
XXXXTC 
t 
x x x x(x x 
b 
)i 
-i x x 
x x 
With each pair, h#, h, of partitions, we shall associate 
3.5. (1) A set c@#, X) of sequences. 
(2) An operator [ha, A]’ on diagrams. 
(3) An 6,-submodule SA#,h of MA. 
We shall see that if pi’ = hi# for i # 1, and pi* = X, , then 
3.6. (1) OI(@, h) = ol(h”, h). 
(2) [p#, A]. = [A#, A].. 
(3) su f.A = Sh”,h . 
That is to say, we can at any time absorb the first row of X into h#. This 
will give a basis for induction. 
Given ;\, only two possibilities for X# will be of practical interest, namely, 
when Xjf = 0 and when h# = h (in the second case, h is perforce a proper 
partition of n). Let us state what happens in these special cases. 
We shall see that So,” = MA and SAJ = S”, the Specht module. 
The operator [P, X]’ will tell us, in general, how to construct from a proper 
diagram, [v], a formal sum of diagrams [v][~**“]‘. It turns out that [~][s~*l’ gives 
the constituents of S” @ MArGr+n. Taking [v] = [0], this will be Young’s 
rule. [T#“*~I’ gives the constituents of S” @ S A Gr+*. This will be the Littlewood- f
Richardson rule. 
The general idea is to work, by induction, between the cases when X# = 0 
and h# = X. We therefore want a way of adding one more node to X+. To 
this end, we give 
3.7. DEFINITION. Let c be the largest number satisfying: For all i < c, 
Xi’ = Xi. Assume c > 1 (this will be reasonable because of 3.6). The operator 
A acts on h# by changing X, # to X,# + 1. The operator R acts on h and changes 
X, to AC+ and h,-, to h,-, + h, - h,#. 
3.8. Note. There are two cases, namely, when X:-r = X,” and when 
h# = h, where the pair of partitions /\#A, h does not satisfy our Hypothesis 3.4. 
These will turn out to be trivial special cases. 




It is because of examples like this one that we must include in our discussion 
improper partitions of n. 
In general, PA, h is obtained from A #, A by adding a node to A# (A stands 
for “add”). A#, /\R is obtained by moving some of the nodes of h lying outside A” 
up by one row (R stands for “raise”). 
The following results turn out to be equivalent (see 3.5): 
(I ) a@#, X)\a(h#A, A) t) cx(h~, AR). 
(2) [A#, A]’ = [PA, A]’ + [Ah”, AR]‘. 
(3) Sh/S~#Ad g s,V+dR. 
In Section 4 we prove the purely combinatorial theorem that the first of 
these results holds. The second result is a straightforward corollary. Working 
with a basis of SA’*A (and thus getting 3.3 as a corollary), we deduce (3) from 
(1). There is, of course, a module homomorphism involved in the proof of (3). 
Section 8 deals with the various homomorphisms we need. 
4. SEQUENCES 
4.1. DEFINITION. Let A be a partition of n with A, # 0. ~(0, A) is the set 
of all sequences whose terms are clli’s, and for each i, the number of 0~~‘s is hi . 
4.2. EXAMPLE. If h = (2, I), then ~(0, A) = (01~01~01~ , ~lrol~~~r , CX~O(~O~~). 
4.3. THEOREM. There is a one-to-one correspondence between OL(O, h) and the 
set of tabloids of shape [A]. 
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Proof. If 0~~ is in the jth place of the sequence, put j in the ith row of the 
tabloid. l 
4.4. EXAMPLE. OI~CX~O~~C+X~O~~O~~CX~ corresponds to 
(2 3 61 
(1 5 7: 
14 81 
4.5. DEFINITION. The quality of each 0~~ in a sequence is determined as 
follows (each 01~ is either good or bad): 
(1) All the al’s are good. 
(2) An ai+1 is good iff the number of previous good CQ’S > the number 
of previous good CQ+~‘S. 
4.6. EXAMPLE. We tick the good 0~‘s in the sequence of Example 4.4. 
~2%%%~2%~2% 
xdJxJ\lJJ 
4.7. The definition of “good” implies that in any sequence, the number 
of good ai’s > the number of good oli+r’s. 
A sequence where all the 2s are good is called a lattice permutation, in 
agreement with the notation of [lo]. I n view of 4.7, a(O, X) contains lattice 
permutations only if h is a proper partition of It. 
4.8. DEFINITION. Suppose that /\# is a partition of n’ < n, satisfying 3.4. 
Then c~(h”f, h) is the subset of a(0, h) consisting of all sequences satisfying: 
For all i, the number of good 0~~‘s i  at least Xi+. 
Notes. In view of 4.7, we have lost nothing by assuming that h# satisfies 
3.4. Since all the 0~~‘s are good, 3.6(l) holds. This awkward technicality seems 
impossible to avoid. Notice that @#A, /!) C a(&+, h). When h# = X, or(X#A, X) = 
0. Because of 4.7, ol(h54, h) = M when At1 = X,# (cf. Note 3.8). 
We pause to explain how sequences will fit into the representation theory 
of Gn . Suppose that h is a proper partition of n. In Theorem 4.3 we saw that 
there is a l-1 correspondence between ~$0, X) and the basis elements of MA. 
It happens that 
4.9. The sequences in c@, h) (the lattice permutations) as a subset of 
~$0, h) determine a basis of S” as a submodule of MA. Also: 
4.10. The sequences in a(h, X) as a subset of or(0, h) determine the con- 
stituents of S@ @ SATBr+* as a submodule of SW @ MATGp+n. 
We now come to the basic combinatorial theorem. 
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4.11. THEOREM. The follow&g gives a one-to-one correspondence between 
(Y(A#., h)\a(X#A, A) and a(/\#, XR): Given a sequence in the jirst set, change all 
the bad 01,‘s to CC,-~‘s. 
Before giving a proof, we shall look at a consequence of the theorem, and 
give an example. 
If A# # A, then applying A to ol(h#, A) gives sequences with more good 01’s 
(or the empty set), and applying R repeatedly to a(X#, A) eventually gives a 
set of sequences with more good LU’S (because all the CY~‘s are good). Thus, by 
induction, we have 
4.12. The basic combinatorial theorem gives a well-defined method of parti- 
tioning ol(h#, h) into disjoint sets, each associated with an &L, p). 
It is best to regard the construction as a “covering of ol(h#, A) by disjoint 
sets of the form c+, p).” 
EXAMPLE. 
The l-1 correspondence between a((2,0), (2,2))\01((2, I), (2,2)) and 01((4), (4)) 
is exhibited by 
{"2~2%%~ - c%ol,~l~l~ 
XXJJ JJJJ 
The l-1 correspondence between (~((2, l), (2,2))\or((2,2), (2,2)) and a((3, l), 
(3, 1)) is given by 
b2vw2~ a2w32qr ~p2cY20r,} + {CY 101  a 1 a 2 7 wfP2~1 Y 01aaa)  2 1 1 * 
XJJJ XJJJ JJXJ JJJJ JJJJ JJJJ 
Finally, 
Therefore, or((2,0), (2,2)) is “covered” by sets a&, p), with ,u in the list 
(4), (3, I), and (2,2). We recommend that the reader compare this with the 
constituents of M(s.2) given by Young’s rule. 
Of course, the set (~(h#, AR) will not always consist entirely of lattice permuta- 
tions. Given a sequence, Theorem 4.11 gives one step on the way to reducing 
it to a lattice permutation. It is for this reason that the correspondence stated 
in Theorem 4.11 is much simpler than the rules required for reducing to a 
lattice permutation (cf. [13, p. 7531). 
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Proof of Theorem 4.11. Recall from 3.7 the definitions of c, A, and R, 
and from 4.5 the definition of good. Since bad at’s play no part in determining 
the quality of c1 e+l’~, it is clear that we may restrict our attention to the 01,-a’s, 
(~~-r’s, and a,‘~. Equivalently, it is sufficient to prove the result in the case 
where h has three parts. (If X has just one part the result is trivial; the case 
of h having two parts is solved as soon as we discover the inverse mapping 
below.) 
From now on, assume that h has three parts, and c = 3. 
We show, first, that the mapping described in the theorem gives an element 
of ol(h#, XR). Consider changing the bad 01~‘s one at a time from the right. 
If a change produces a bad 01~) clearly everything is all right. If the change 
gives a good a2 , a later good 0~~ may change to bad, but then all the 0~~‘s which 
are later still are preceded by the same number of good 01~‘s as before, and 
so keep the same quality. This proves that our mapping produces an element 
of ol(A#, AR). 
To show that the mapping is l-l and onto is surprisingly difficult. 
Temporarily, ignore the oll’s. Replace each 01~ by a left-hand bracket, (, 
and each aa by a right-hand bracket, ). This turns a sequence of 01~‘s and 01~‘s 
into a parenthesis system. Writing P for A, - A3#, and s for A, + A3 - 2h,#, 
a sequence in ol(h#, h)\ol(h#A, A) looks like 
?lh>~2) .** “r-1) ~,(%+l(rr,+z -.* b-s 
where each r’i is a closed parenthesis system. Under the mapping this goes to 
?h(~2(~ *. ~&4%+1h+2 .-* (rs . 
It is now clear what the inverse mapping will have to be; we take the first Y 
“extra” left-hand parentheses and turn them round. What must be checked 
is that in the result all the 0~~‘s (left-hand parentheses) are good; the quality 
of the o/a’s will then certainly be correct. 
Mark the first Y “extra” left-hand parentheses in an element of cu(h#, AR). 
Since, by hypothesis, all the c+‘s are good, the number of good 01~‘s before the 
(i + I)th mark > the number of og’s before the (i + 1)th mark = the number 
of %‘s before the (i + 1)th mark minus i. Therefore, i 3 the number of bad 
aa’s before the (i + 1)th mark. (*) 
By induction, the following holds for any sequence: 
Take any 01~ and suppose there are i bad 01~‘s before it. Then the number 
of previous 01~‘s + i > the number of previous 01~‘s. The inequality is strict 
if the 01~ is good. (**I 
Now look at an M~ between the ith and (i + 1)th mark. It has at most i bad 
~(a’s before it if it is good, and at most i - 1 bad 01~‘s before it if it is bad, by 
result (*). Using result (**), we have: 
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For any cya between the ith and (z’ + 1)th marks, the number of previous 
o”r’s + i > the number of previous 01~‘s. (***I 
Since any sequence in (~(h#, AR) contains at most r bad aa’s, the same method 
gives: 
For any + after the rth mark, the number of previous ar’s + Y > the number 
of previous ffa’s. (****) 
Results (***) and (*c*c) show that the inverse map takes a sequence in 
ar(h#, AR) to a sequence where all the 0~~‘s are good. The theorem is now 
proved. 1 
The use of parenthesis systems in the above proof is reminiscent of Catalan’s 
problem [2]. Catalan’s number, 
1 2m 
( 1 m+l m’ 
is the number of closed parenthesis systems using m left-hand and m right-hand 
brackets. The way that this number enters into the theory here is that it counts 
the standard tableaux of shape [m, m]. Other interesting combinatorial problems 
involving Catalan’s number are discussed in [3]. 
One part of the proof of Theorem 4.1 l-showing that the mapping is into- 
is much easier than the other. This is symptomatic of the sort of difficulty 
which often occurs in basic theorems in the representation theory of 6, . 
For example, we see from 7.4 and 7.5 below that it is very simple to show 
that the standard polytabloids are linearly independent. (A polytabloid e, 
is said to be standard if t is a standard tableau.) Proving that the standard 
polytabloids span the Specht module is a great deal harder. Similarly, it is 
easy to show that S’ is contained in the kernel intersection of our Main Theorem 
(Theorem 9.3); the other inclusion is difficult. The basic combinatorial theorem 
deals with both these cases. 
5. THE CONNECTION BETWEEN SEQUENCES AND STANDARDNESS 
The reason why the quality of elements in a sequence helps us to find bases 
of certain subspaces of IMA is that the quality enables us to calculate quickly 
“how standard” a tabloid is. To make this precise, observe that Theorem 4.3 
shows how to associate a sequence with a tabloid. We now add rules to give 
a particular tabloid representative corresponding to the sequence. 
5.1. CONSTRUCTION. Suppose we have a sequence in a@#, h). Start with 
an empty tableau of shape [A]. Work along the sequence. If the jth element 
is a good oli , put j as far left in the ith row as possible. If it is a bad ai , put j 
as far right in the ith row as possible. 
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By the definition of “good,” this construction gives a tableau which is standard 
inside [A#]. 
5.2. EXAMPLE. Applying the rules of 5.1 to the sequence in Examples 4.4 
and 4.6, we get 
6. AN ALGEBRA OF OPERATORS INVOLVING SEQUENCES 
A different use of “quality” enables us to solve Problem 4.10. 
6.1. DEFINITION. Suppose that X”, X is a pair of partitions as described 
in Section 3. Let [X#, X]’ b e an operator taking a proper diagram to a sum of 
diagrams as follows: 
To find [~][x#~Al’, 
(1) Start at i = 1. Suppose we have added all the ol+r’s to [p]. Next 
add all the oli’s so that no two oli’s are in the same column, and a proper diagram 
ensues. Continue to i = K. 
(2) Ignore the result, unless reading from right to left in successive 
rows, we have an element of ol(h#, h). 
(3) Replace all the cr’s by nodes. 
In practice, just two types of operators are of interest, namely, those of the 
form [h, A]’ and [0, Xl’. Let us examine these cases more closely. 
If A# = X, then X must be a proper partition of n. In this case, we shall write 
[he, A]’ as [h]‘. With a little thought, one sees that Rule (2) of our definition 
is the same as Rule (2) of the Littlewood-Richardson rule (cf. [S, Theorem V, 
p. 941). Example 3.2 illustrates [2, 1]12Jl’. 
When h# = 0, Rule (2) may be omitted, since all sequences are in a(0, A). 
Therefore, 
6.2. If h = (A1 , A, ,..., A,), then [0, A]. = [h,]‘[h,]’ 3.. [A,]-. 
Example 3.1 illustrates the case when h# = 0. It gives [0][31’[21’[11’ which 
is the same as [O][“*(3*2J)j.. 
Now comes the first application of the basic combinatorial theorem. 
6.3. THEOREM. [P, X]. = [h+/I, X]. i- [h”, AR]‘. 
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Proof. Suppose h# and h are given. Any sequence in a@#, A) has all the 
c+~‘s good, because A:-‘_, = AC-r. Hence, Rule (2) of our definition of [A#, A]’ 
ensures that all the bad LY,‘s added to b] are not in the same column as an 
01~~~ . We can therefore change all the bad CX,‘s to 01,-~‘s as in Theorem 4.11 
without affecting Rule (1). The result follows. h 
According to 4.12, we may write [A#, A]’ in the form 
6.4. [A#, A]’ = C, a&]. h w ere each ,u is a proper partition of n, and each 
a, is a nonnegative integer. 
Further, the construction underlying 4.12 shows that 
6.5. a, = 0 unless TV r> A. If h is aproperpartition of n, then a,, = 1; otherwise, 
a, = 0. 
Therefore, {[p]’ / p is a proper partition of n> spans the same space as 
([P, h]’ 1 A is a partition of n}. 
Since [O][“l’ = [p], we have the stronger result 
6.6. {[PI’ ( p is a proper partition of n} is a basis of the space spanned by 
{[A#, A]. j h is a partition of n}. 
From 6.5, we have 
6.7. ([O, ~1. j TV is a proper partition of n) is also a basis of the space spanned 
by {[A#, A]’ ( A is a partition of n>. 
7. THE VECTOR SPACES SA’*A 
7.1. DEFINITION. Suppose t is a tableau of shape [/\I. Then let efl+’ = 
C q(t)}, where the sum is over those tableaux t’ obtained from t by permuting 
the numbers in the parts of the columns of t lying inside [A#], and et’ is the 
signature of the relevant permutation. 
7.2. EXAMPLE. If 
8 6 
and h = (3, 3, 2) and h# = (3,2, 0) (part of t is boxed-in only to show which 
numbers will be moved), then 
(1 3 5) (2 3 5) (1 7 5) (2 7 5) 
eiesA = (2 7 4) - {I 7 4} - (2 3 4) + { 1 3 4) 
(8 61 @ 61 (8 61 @ 61 
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7.3. DEFINITION. SA”*A is the subspace of MA spanned by the e:#““s. 
Of course, SA**h is an G;,-submodule of MA. If h# = h, then SAP*A = 9, 
the Specht module. If h# = 0, then 9”~~ = MA. 
Notice that 3.6(3) holds. If A:-‘_, = h,#, or if h# = h, we define SA”A*” = 0 
(see Note 3.8). 
The idea is to build a series for MA with each factor isomorphic to a Specht 
module. We start at the case where h# = (/\i, 0, O,...), when SA”.A :-= MA. 
Then we keep adding one node to /\# to bring us down by steps until we reach 
the case h# = X when SA’+’ = 9. Although the factors obtained this way 
are not necessar:ly isomorphic to Specht modules, the series can easily be 
refined further to achieve this aim. 
Th e general element of MA has the form u = x q(t), where the q’s are 
coefficients from the field. We shall say that {t} is inoolwed in u if a, =+ 0. 
Next, we totally order the tabloids of shape [/\I, by saying that It} is before 
{t’) if 
(1) The rows of {t} and {t’} agree after, say, the bth row. 
(2) The bth row of {t} consists of rr < *a. < Y, , the bth row of {t’] 
consists of si < *a* < s, , and the last nonzero difference si - ri has si :> ri . 
The main reason for ordering tabloids is the following simple result (cf. 
Example 7.2): 
7.4. If t is standard inside [A+], then (t} is the last tabloid involved in et*.‘. 
This result will later be combined with the elementary 
7.5. Suppose vu1 , v2 ,..., v, are elements of MA, and that {ti} is the last tabloid 
involved in vi . If the tabloids {tz> are all d$ferent, then v1 , v2 ,..., vV, are linearly 
independent. 
8. + MAPS 
The result we are aiming for is SA#*A/SA*AJ g SALsAR. This will be proved 
by showing that, for a certain module homomorphism 4, SA*v” n Ker 4 = SAsAsA 
and (SA#sA)# = S h#*AR. In this section we define the necessary module homo- 
morphisms. 






Y x x X 
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Let us look for the simplest module homomorphism we can find from &P 
to MY. Since MA is a cyclic module, it is sufficient to define the homomorphism 
on the last tabloid, 
(1 2 3 4) 
0) = 
(5 6 7) 
(8 9 10: 
(11 12) 
Since we want the homomorphism to be as simple as possible, we try as an 
image for (t} the following: 
(1234) 
(5 6 7 9 IO> 
031 
(11 12) 
But this will not work. For instance, the transposition (8,9) fixes {t) but not 
its supposed image. This can be put right by sending {t} instead to 
{I 2 3 4) {I 2 3 4) (1 2 3 4; 
(5 6 7 9 lo} + (5 6 7 8 lo} + (5 6 7 8 93 
G3) (91 Wl 
(11 12) (11 12} (11 12) 
A moment’s reflection assures us that we now really have a module homo- 
morphism. It surely satisfies our esthetic requirement of being as simple as 
possible. But note that we have not adjusted our first bad attempt by acting 
on it by the sum of the elements in the symmetric group on the numbers 8, 
9, and 10. This would lead to twice the answer given here and would certainly 
be a poor move, if the field over which we are working has characteristic 2. 
The above example motivates 
8.1. DEFINITION. Suppose that 0 < S < /\i+r . Then I& is defined by 
taking (t) to the sum of the tabloids it’), where {t’] agrees with (t) on all except 
the ith and (i + 1)th rows, and the (i + 1)th row of (t’} is a subset of size 6 
in the (i + J)th row of {t}. Thus, #i,6 maps M” to MY where vj == hj forj # i, 
i + 1 and vi = Xi + h,+l - 6, vi+r = 6. 
It is easy to see that z,& is an &-module homomorphism. 
In spite of the apparently complicated definition, ll/i,a is really an extremely 
simple and natural module homomorphism. Its definition involves just two 
rows of (t}, and a good understanding can be achieved by examining the case 
where (t} has just two rows. For details of this special case, the reader is referred 
to [4], especially the example after Lemma 2.7 therein. 
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9. THE RESULTS 
9.1. THEOREM. (1) The following is a basis for S”‘,“: {e~#p’” 1 t corresponds to 
a sequence in a(h#, A), as described in 5.1). 
(2) dim SA”sA = 1 a(X#, X)!. 
(3) SA’sA n Ker #,-r,i\,# = SA’A,“. 
(4) (S~+J)$,_l,A,” = w”*“R. 
Proof. Results 7.4 and 7.5 show that the vectors in the first part of the 
theorem are linearly independent. Thus, dim S”#S~ 3 / ol(X#, h)l always holds, 
and equality here is equivalent to result (1). 
Case 1. At most one row of the picture for h#, h contains nodes inside 
and outside [Ml. For example, 
x x :x x x x 
If the hypothesis of this case holds for P, X, then it also holds for PA, X 
and X#, AR. Also-this is the point-there is a pair of partitions 0, v on which 
we can act repeatedly by A and R, in some order, to reach X#, X. Since result 
(1) is true for S OP (Theorem 4.3), we may assume it is true for SA”*A and prove 
it for S”#AJ and SA*JR. 
There is no problem in showing that SA#sn Ker $c-l,A,+ 3_ S”LA,A and 
(SA#.y&&# = SA#*AR. (Consider the action of $ on a generator.) 
Therefore, dirn(P#s” n Ker z,k-l,h,r) > dim S”#@ > j ol(h#A, h)/ and 
dim(S”#J)$,-,,AO+ = dim Sn#*AR 2 / a@#, hR)(. 
Now, I LY(X#A, h)j + i ol(h#, AR)1 = / “(A#, h)/, by Theorem 4.11 = dim Sn#nh, 
by hypothesis, = dim(Sdli*A)#c-l,h,+ + dirn(JP#++ n Ker #,-l,n,e). 
Therefore, all inequalities above are equalities, and the results follow in 
this case. 
Case 2. The hypothesis of Case 1 does not hold. 
N.B.: We recommend that the reader omit this case for the time being 
and add the hypothesis of Case 1 to Corollary 9.2 and Theorem 10.1. All the 
other results follow from these weakened corollaries. For this reason, we merely 
outline the proof of Case 2. 
Suppose that d satisfies hz-, = Xd-r and hd# # X, . Replacing c by d in 
Definition 3.7, we can define operators A(d) and R(d). Changing only a word 
or two in Theorem 4.11, we obtain o(h#, A)\a(X#A(d), A) ts ol(X#, AR(d)). 
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With the extra operators A(d) and R(d) available, we can move from some 0, v 
to any h#, X. Thus, we can prove, as in Case 1, that result (2) holds for any 
P, h. This is all that is needed to carry through the proofs of results (3) and (4) 
inCase1. 1 
9.2. COROLLARY. SA”*A/SA’A-A z JYP#*~~. 
The corollary provides an algorithm for computing a series for JP#.l where 
each factor is isomorphic to a Specht module (cf. Theorem 10.1). 
Theorem 9.1(3) gives as a corollary a result which we shall call our Main 
Theorem. It is so named not only because it was the original motivation of 
this article, but also since it is the result which ties together all the others. 
9.3. MAIN THEOREM. Suppose that h is a proper partition of n into k parts. 
Then SA = (-$~~ ($z-’ Ker #i,6 . 
Next we list several corollaries of Theorem 9.1. All except Corollary 9.6 
are well-known results. 
9.4. COROLLARY. The Specht module SA has a basis consisting of all the 
standard polytabloids of shape [A]. 
9.5. COROLLARY. The dimension of the Specht module SA is equal to the number 
of standard tableaux of shape [A]. 
The representation, S”, of 6, with respect to the basis of standard poly- 
tabloids is essentially Young’s “natural representation.” 
9.6. COROLLARY. SA is the largest G,-submodule U of MA having the property 
that for every u in U, the last tabloid involved in u is standard. 
Proof. In view of results 7.4 and 9.1(l), it is sufficient to prove that if U 
contains S” and satisfies the hypothesis of the corollary, then U = P. Suppose 
that u E U and (t) is the last tabloid involved in u, with coefficient a. Subtract 
a times the polytabloid e, from u. This gives a new element of U having an 
earlier last tabloid. By induction, u is a sum of standard polytabloids, and thus 
belongs to LP, as required. h 
Since an element of 6, changes a polytabloid to a polytabloid, and the 
coefficients of tabloids therein are integers, the proof of Corollary 9.6 shows that 
9.7. COROLLARY. The entries in the matrices for G,, corresponding to Young’s 
natural representation are all integers. 
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10. THE LITTLEWOOD-RICHARDSON RULE 
In the last section, we showed how to find a basis of S” using lattice permuta- 
tions (putting A# = h in 9.1(l)), as promised in 4.9. Here we use the operators 
of Section 6 to deal with 4.10. We start with a special case. 
10.1. THEOREM. [O][A’*Al’ gives the constituents of SA#J. 
Proof. The result is true when A# = A, since [O]fnl’ = [A]. Thus, we may 
assume the result is true for X#A, A. Since AR D A, we may also assume the 
result is true for A#, AR. But [A#, A]’ = [h#A, A]’ + [A#, AR]’ (Theorem 6.3), 
and SA**hISA*AJ z S A”~AR (Corollary 9.2). Therefore, the result is true for 
SA#*A . I 
When A,# = 0, Sn#sA - = [A#] @ [AC] @ -a. @ [Ak]tGn. Since [O]tnd’*Al’ = 
[h#][Acl’~.‘@*l’ in this case (cf. 6.2), we have 
10.2. COROLLARY. [~][o.~l’ = [~][nll”.‘[~kl gives the constituents of j)] @ 
[A,] @ .** @ [A,JtGs if p is a proper partition of r and X is a partition of n - r. 
In particular, 
10.3. COROLLARY (Young’s rule). [O][“*Al’ = [O][A1l’...[Aal’ gives the con- 
stituents of MA = [AJ 0 *a* @ [Ak]tcm. 
With a little more work, we have 
10.4. THEOREM (the Littlewood-Richardson rule). If p and X are proper 
partitions of r and n - r, then [~][~l’ gives the constituents of [p] @ [A]fGa. 
Proof. Because of 6.7, we may write [A]’ = C a,[O, v]‘, where the sum 
is over proper partitions v of rz - r. By Corollary 10.3, [A] = [O][Al’ = 
C u,[O][~~~I’ = C u,My (read this as a character equation, ordinary or modular, 
for E$-?). But [p][“l’ = C a,[~][O*~1’ and by Corollary 10.2, this describes the 
constituents of C a&] @ MvtGn. Since [CL] @C u,MY = [II] @ [A], we have 
proved the result. 1 
Young’s rule shows that the multiplicity of SA in M(l”) is the number of 
standard tableaux of shape [A]. This confirms the fact that the multiplicity 
of SA in the regular representation of 6, is equal to the dimension of SA, and 
to some extent explains the duality between results 4.9 and 4.10. 
11. REPRESENTATIONS OF G&(F) 
In this section, we discuss briefly the way to apply our results to the representa- 
tion theory of G&(F). The reason why we can do this is that almost all our 
results are vector space theorems. 
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We could have worked throughout with n indeterminates xi , xs ,..., x, , 
with a formal ordering xi < X, < *-* < X, , in place of the numbers 
1, 2,. . . ) n. 
Let y1 p yz ,...,yd be another set of indeterminates. Let g be the set of all 
sequences of yi’s of length n satisfying: 
i < j implies yi occurs before yj in the sequence. 
As the following example shows, Oy simply gathers the different monomials of 
degree n in y1 , yz ,..., yd . 
EXAMPLE. d=2andn=3.@==iyyy YYY YYYZ,YZYZY&. 111~112~12 
Assume that the vector space SA”pA has been defined as above, but in terms 
of the indeterminates x, , x, ,..., x, . If YE ?.V, replace each xi by the corre- 
sponding element of Y, to obtain a new vector space Sh;r?‘. Of course, Sy*’ can 
be zero, for example when Y = yiyr . . . yi . Si’*” is contained in S;‘, in the 
same way as before, and we can define # maps on St*,’ as we did above. All 
the theorems we have proved for SAf,A work, as vector space theorems, 
for S$+>n. 
Let SA#sA = Q&~J Shyb?’ and define # maps to act on the whole of ??‘“,I\ 
by acting on each component separately. 
Now consider GL,(F). Th is is the group of automorphisms of a d-dimensional 
vector space V, whose basis elements are yi , ys ,...,yd , say. Denote by 
Symm(P) the rth symmetric tensor power of V. Then SO*(n), as constructed 
above, is naturally isomorphic to Symm(Vn), and, in general, s”sA is vector 
space isomorphic to Symm(VA1) @ *a* @ Symm(VAk). The action of G&(F) on 
so,” is defined to be the action of G&(F) on Symm(VAl) @ *.. @ Symm( P), 
with the vector spaces identified under the natural isomorphism. 
The key observation is that the 4 maps commute with the group action in this 
case, too. Hence, all the results proved above for SAxvA have corresponding 
results for S”*T~. In particular, since sA is the intersection of kernels of G&(F)- 
homomorphisms, it is a G&(F) module. An example of the results we have 
is that the dimension of !? is equal to the number of tableaux of shape [A] 
having entries from (1,2,..., d} and nondecreasing entries along rows and 
increasing entries down columns. 
Weyl [15] proves that if F is the field of complex numbers, then the modules 
sA give all the ordinary irreducible representations of GL,(F). In this case, 
the Littlewood-Richardson rule gives the way of multiplying Schur functions 
{h}, which are just the characters of the modules 3”. 
For further information on these ideas, the reader is referred to Carter 
and Lusztig [I], where the concept of raising several nodes at the same time 
originated. 
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12. DISCUSSION OF THE MAIN THEOREM (THEOREM 9.3) 
We return to the representation theory of 6, . 
It must be noted that Theorem 9.1(3) does not give a description of the 
general Sn*vA as the intersection of $-kernels. One might be tempted to believe 
that ,‘3’2,1.1’,‘2.2.1’ = Ker #l o , n Ker &s. But this is not so, since 
(2 51 (2 41 (2 51 (2 41 
(3 4} - (3 5) - (1 4) + (1 5) E Ker ~,+a n Ker I/J~,~\S”‘*‘. 
(1) (11 (31 (31 
(That the vector is not in SA”*I is best seen by observing that the last tabloid 
involved cannot be made standard inside [PI.) 
It is easy to prove (see [5, Theorem 3]), that if # is any module homomorphism 
from A!.? to MY with v D h, then S” C Ker 4. Theorem 9.3 shows that SA is 
precisely the intersection of all such kernels. 
A description of the Specht module as a kernel intersection is implicit in 
other approaches, such as those of Carter and Lusztig [l] and Feel [12], but we 
have characterized many other submodules of MA as a kernel intersection. 
It is this which enables us to get Young’s rule. The process of removing kernels 
from the intersection one at a time to work up from SA to MA seems a very 
natural way to construct a series for MA. 
A reasonable question is whether any of the kernels can be omitted in 
Theorem 9.3. We state, without proof: 
12.1. If the field has characteristic 0, then n&,,-’ Ker z,&~ = Ker ~,&,~~+~-r . 
Thus, SA can be written as ($1: Ker #i,Ai+l-l . 
On the other hand, if charF = 2, 
(4 5 6 a+.}+{3 5 6 -)+{2 5 6 . ..>+(l 5 6 .a.) 
u 2 3) (1 2 4) u 3 4) (2 3 4) 
belongs to Ker #1,2 but not to Ker J,& . Thus 12.1 is false for fields of finite 
characteristic. (It is simple to construct such examples, whatever the charac- 
teristic of the field.) For a discussion of which kernels can be omitted, the 
reader is referred to [4, Theorem 3.61. Without doubt, the kernel intersection 
of the Main Theorem cannot be made smaller if we want the result to hold 
for all partitions X and all fields. 
From now on, assume that the characteristic of our field is p. 
Theorem 9.3 is very powerful when searching for Gi,-submodules of the 
Specht module. The key is that #-maps involve changes in just two rows of [Xl. 
When h is a two-part partition of n, the composition factors of SA are all known 
[4, 61. Many of the methods of dealing with two-rowed diagrams can be applied 
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in a more general setting. We give next the simplest example-a criterion for 
Sa to contain the trivial module. 
Since 6, is multiply transitive, the only trivial submodule of MA is that 
generated by the sum of all the tabloids of shape [A]. So we must ask when 
the sum of all the tabloids belongs to &i fl2z-l Ker $J~,*. Suppose that {t) 
is a tabloid of shape [Al, AZ ,..., /lipI, 0, 6, Ai+a ,..., Ak] containing n - hi - Ai+l + 6 
numbers from (1, 2,..., n}. The sum of all tabloids of shape [A] belongs to Ker lj/i,6 
iff p divides the number of tabloids containing {t}. That is, iff p divides the 
binomial coefficient 
Therefore, the trivial module is contained in ($f=‘b-’ Ker &a iff p divides 
every such binomial coefficient with 0 ,< 6 ,( hi+l - 1. This holds iff hi = - 1 
(mod pl(Az+t) ), where I(&+,) is the least nonnegative integer satisfying Ai+r < 
P ~~i+l) (see [4, Th eorem 3.21). This proves 
12.2. THEOREM. If h = (h, , h, ,..., h,J, then the trivial module is contained 
in SA ;f and only zy char F = p and for every i between I and k - 1, Xi := --I 
(mod pzfni+l)). 
N.B.: This result gives a criterion only for the trivial module to be a bottom 
composition factor of the Specht module. 
EXAMPLE. Let n = 8 and p = 3. Theorem 12.2 shows that the trivial 
module is a submodule of SA iff [A] = [8], [S, 2, 11, or [2*]. Looking at the 
decomposition matrix of 6s in Kerber and Peel [7], we see that the trivial 
module is also a composition factor of S3’J*). 
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